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ABSTRACT
Background Identification of emergent large vessel
occlusion (ELVO) stroke has become increasingly
important with the recent publications of favorable acute
stroke thrombectomy trials. Multiple screening tools exist
but the length of the examination and the false positive
rate range from good to adequate. A screening tool was
designed and tested in the emergency department using
nurse responders without a scoring system.
Methods The vision, aphasia, and neglect (VAN)
screening tool was designed to quickly assess functional
neurovascular anatomy. While objective, there is no need
to calculate or score with VAN. After training
participating nurses to use it, VAN was used as an ELVO
screen for all stroke patients on arrival to our emergency
room before physician evaluation and CT scan.
Results There were 62 consecutive code stroke
activations during the pilot study. 19 (31%) of the
patients were VAN positive and 24 (39%) had a
National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score
of ≥6. All 14 patients with ELVO were either VAN
positive or assigned a NIHSS score ≥6. While both
clinical severity thresholds had 100% sensitivity, VAN
was more specific (90% vs 74% for NIHSS ≥6).
Similarly, while VAN and NIHSS ≥6 had 100% negative
predictive value, VAN had a 74% positive predictive
value while NIHSS ≥6 had only a 58% positive
predictive value.
Conclusions The VAN screening tool accurately
identified ELVO patients and outperformed a NIHSS ≥6
severity threshold and may best allow clinical teams to
expedite care and mobilize resources for ELVO patients.
A larger study to both validate this screening tool and
compare with others is warranted.

INTRODUCTION
Several recent clinical trials1–5 have established
embolectomy as the standard of care6 7 for patients
with severe stroke who present with emergent large
vessel occlusion (ELVO). Unfortunately, inefficient
prehospital and early hospital care can delay time
to embolectomy (groin puncture), the treatment
effect for which is time dependent.8 Our systems of
care need to be designed to match the disease we
are treating so that patients both get to the right
place the first time and ELVO team activation is
early and appropriate.

Effective and efficient prehospital triage of
patients with ELVO is now the holy grail of stroke
care delivery innovation. Several stroke assessment
tools exist, including the 3 item stroke scale
(3I-SS),9 Cincinnati Prehospital Stroke Severity
Scale (CPSSS),10 National Institutes of Health
Stroke Scale (NIHSS),11 face, arm, speech test
(FAST),12 Los Angeles Motor Scale (LAMS),13 legs,
eyes, gaze, speech (Texas Stroke Intervention
Prehospital Stroke Severity Scale) (LEGS),14

Melbourne Ambulance Stroke Screen (MASS),15

Medic Prehospital Assessment for Code Stroke
(Med PACS),15 Ontario Prehospital Stroke
Screening (OPSS),16 Rapid Arterial oCclusion
Evaluation Scale (RACE),17 and Recognition
Of Stroke In the Emergency Room (ROSIER),15

some of which (3I-SS,9 CPSSS,10 LAMS,13 LEGS,14

RACE,17 or severe hemiparesis18) have been used
to specifically screen for ELVO but with limitations.
For example, the RACE17 scoring system is cumber-
some for emergency medical technicians and
nurses, takes almost as long as the NIHSS, and
requires the user to calculate a score. The 3I-SS,9

CPSS,10 LAMS,13 and RACE17 scores require the
user to remember the test items; the name does not
trigger testing or next steps. Using LAMS13 or a
single deficit screen such as severe hemiparesis18 is
a more simple approach but has somewhat limited
sensitivity and specificity.
Vision, aphasia, and neglect (VAN) is a novel

ELVO screening tool we developed to assess func-
tional neurovascular anatomy. It is quick, reprodu-
cible, easy to remember and, while objective,
requires no score calculations. We tested the ability
of VAN to identify ELVO patients presenting to our
center and compared it with an NIHSS threshold
of ≥6.

METHODS
Training
Our emergency room triage nurses, all of whom
are NIHSS certified, were trained in how to
perform the VAN assessment screen (table 1)
during a 2 h training session. The training session
included how to perform VAN, including visual
field testing, gaze assessment, aphasia testing, and
neglect testing, with simultaneous stimuli. They
also were briefly informed of why early stroke
thrombectomy is so important for patient outcome
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and emphasized the number needed to treat versus other emer-
gencies in the emergency department, such as STelevation myo-
cardial infarction (STEMI). Brain and vascular anatomy, as it
relates to VAN, was also taught. Functional anatomy of the
cortex, motor homunculous, and internal capsule were
reviewed. Lacunar syndromes and why they usually do not have
cortical symptoms based on anatomy was also emphasized.
Lastly, multiple examples of VAN negative and VAN positive
patients were presented, including a pure lacunar patient with

an NIHSS score of 12 for face, arm, and leg weakness with dys-
arthria but no aphasia, vision disturbance, or neglect, with
follow-up imaging. Other patient examples included sensory
neglect, gaze preference, pure expressive and receptive aphasia,
and visual field cut.

After the training was completed, the chair of medicine and
chief medical officer approved the pilot quality control study
due to our prolonged door to puncture times. A formal institu-
tional review board protocol was approved after quality assur-
ance data showed study feasibility and improved process time.

For VAN positive patients, nurses were instructed to both
obtain CT angiography (CTA) at the time of the initial non-
contrast CT (NCCT) and activate the endovascular stroke team.
If CTA confirmed an ELVO, the patient was triaged to the endo-
vascular suite when the team was ready. Intravenous tissue plas-
minogen activator (tPA) candidacy for all patients was
determined by the stroke team either at CT scan or immediately
thereafter. Hemorrhages were excluded and treated appropri-
ately after NCCT.

All VAN negative patients also had acute vascular vessel
imaging. VAN negative patients received CTA or an MR angio-
gram of head and neck after administration of tPA. See figure 1
for our stroke triage process before and after the VAN study
protocol.

Performing the VAN examination
The initial and sine qua non of the VAN examination is to
conduct a motor weakness assessment (table 1). Patients are
asked to raise both arms up and hold them up for 10 s. If the
patient has mild drift, severe weakness, or paralysis, the assess-
ment continues. In their absence, the patient is VAN negative
and the assessment ends.

If weakness (mild drift, severe weakness, or paralysis) is
observed, the VAN assessments are carried out (table 1). If the
patient has weakness and any other positive finding among the
vision, aphasia, or neglect category, they are considered VAN
positive. While forced gaze to one side might be considered a
visual finding among users, we included it within the neglect
category. Table 2 compares elements of the VAN ELVO screen-
ing with others that have been published.

Table 1 Vision, aphasia, neglect emergent large vessel occlusion
screening tool

Stroke VAN

How weak is the
patient?
Raise both arms up

□ Mild (minor drift)
□ Moderate (severe drift—touches or nearly touches
ground)
□ Severe (flaccid or no antigravity)
□ Patient shows no weakness. Patient is VAN negative

(exceptions are confused or comatose patients with dizziness, focal findings, or
no reason for their altered mental status then basilar artery thrombus must be
considered; CTA is warranted)
Visual disturbance □ Field cut (which side) (4 quadrants)

□ Double vision (ask patient to look to right then left;
evaluate for uneven eyes)
□ Blind new onset
□ None

Aphasia □ Expressive (inability to speak or paraphasic errors); do
not count slurring of words (repeat and name 2 objects)
□ Receptive (not understanding or following commands)
(close eyes, make fist)
□ Mixed
□ None

Neglect □ Forced gaze or inability to track to one side
□ Unable to feel both sides at the same time, or unable
to identify own arm
□ Ignoring one side
□ None

Patient must have weakness plus one or all of the V, A, or N to be VAN positive.
VAN positive patients had 100% sensitivity, 90% specificity, positive predictive value
74%, and negative predictive value 100% for detecting large vessel occlusion.
CTA, CT angiography; VAN, vision, aphasia, and neglect.

Figure 1 Stroke process before and
after the VAN protocol was initiated.
CTA, CT angiography; tPa, tissue
plasminogen activator; VAN, vision,
aphasia, neglect.
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Analysis
The VAN status of patient was used to compare sensitivity, spe-
cificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and
accuracy to CTA confirmed ELVO. The same analysis was done
using the new guideline recommended (NIHSS of 6). ELVO was
defined as thromboembolic occlusion of an M1 segment of the
middle cerebral artery (MCA), internal carotid artery, basilar
artery, or M2 segment for which embolectomy was considered.

RESULTS
Sixty-two acute stroke codes were activated during the screening
period: 19 were VAN positive and 24 had an NIHSS score of
≥6. The average NIHSS of a VAN positive patient was 18
(range 2–28) and the average for a VAN negative patient was 2
(range 0–7; n=9 had an NIHSS score of 0, n=7 NIHSS 1, n=8
NIHSS 2, n=1 NIHSS 3, n=6 NIHSS 4, n=5 NIHSS 5, n=6
NIHSS 6, and n=1 NIHSS 7).

Fourteen ELVO patients were considered for embolectomy.
All were VAN positive and had a NIHSS score of ≥6. The fol-
lowing embolic occlusions were identified on CTA: 10 M1
MCA (4 left and 6 right), 2 top of basilar into P1 of the poster-
ior cerebral artery (1 right, 1 left), 1 ICA, and 1 M2 MCA
occlusion.

Thirty per cent of stroke codes during this period had no
weakness, and the VAN screen was completed in 15 s. The
average time from symptom onset to stroke code activation and
VAN examination was 2 h during this study period (range
40 min to 5 h 25 min).

Table 3 lists the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
value, negative predictive value, and accuracy of the VAN
screening tool. No patient that was VAN negative or determined
to have NIHSS <6 had an ELVO (both had 100% negative pre-
dictive value). However, VAN had 90% specificity versus 74%
for NIHSS.

There were five patients who were VAN positive without
ELVO (false positive): one patient had multiple distal MCA
embolic strokes, another had hypoxia with global weakness and
left visual field cut, a third had seizure secondary to an old
cortical arteriovenous malformation resection, a fourth had con-
version reaction, and one had complex migraine. Unfortunately,

these were all stroke mimics except for the patient with the
multiple distal emboli in the MCA territory.

The interobserver reliability of VAN between the trained
nurses and stroke physician was 100%.

DISCUSSION
This study demonstrated that VAN is an effective clinical assess-
ment tool by nurses who underwent a 2 h training session to
determine the likelihood of a severe stroke caused by an ELVO.
VAN captured all patients that were considered for embolec-
tomy (100% sensitivity) and only five VAN positive patients
were found to not harbor an ELVO (90% specificity) with 80%
(4/5) being stroke mimics. Furthermore, VAN was easily taught
and adopted by nurses in our emergency room and outper-
formed an NIHSS threshold used by physicians in the emer-
gency room. Because the decay in the treatment effect of
embolectomy is profound, earlier treatment is much better, and
the ability to use VAN for either pre-hospital or in-hospital
triage may be critical to improving ELVO outcome.

While we used VAN as a screening tool in our emergency
room we would like to see it used as a prehospital triage tool for
ELVO, similar to the way the 3I-SS,9 LAMS,13 RACE,17 LEGS,14

and severe hemiparesis18 screening tools have been tested and
utilized (table 4). Derived from predictive items within the
NIHSS, RACE, not surprisingly, had a similar ability to identify
an LVO as the NIHSS.17 However, in common with the NIHSS,
it may be both too cumbersome to administer in the field and
have imperfect accuracy. While much easier to employ and also
predictive of LVO, LAMS13 and 3I-SS9 have been criticized
because they may not assess those cortical deficits most predictive
of LVO: LAMS13 because too few cortical signs are tested and
3I-SS9 because it was not derived from the NIHSS15. The severe
hemiparesis score may have value in the field but this was a small
and select cohort of patients that only had this severe hemiparesis
so it may not be applicable to all stroke comers. VAN, like 3I-SS,
is not completely derived from the NIHSS but does test more
cortical functions than both the 3I-SS and LAMS yet retains ease
of use. Like LAMS, severe hemiparesis, and 3I-SS, it puts motor
deficit as the central feature but only makes you assess cortical

Table 3 Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative
predictive value, and accuracy of vision, aphasia, neglect and
National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale for emergent large vessel
occlusion

Large artery clot No large artery clot

VAN+ 14 5 19 Total VAN+
VAN− 0 43 43 Total VAN−

14 Large artery clot 48 No large artery clot

Large artery clot No large artery clot

NIHSS ≥6 14 10 24 Total
NIHSS <6 0 38 38 Total

14 Large artery clot 48 No large artery clot

Positive predictive value of VAN=14/19=74%; sensitivity=14/14=100%.
Positive predictive value of NIHSS=14/24=58%; sensitivity=14/14=100%.
Negative predictive value of VAN=43/43=100%; specificity=43/48=90%.
Negative predictive value of NIHSS=38/38=100%; specificity=38/48=79%.
Accuracy VAN=57/62=92%.
Accuracy NIHSS=52/62=84%.
In addition, the goal of the quality study was to access average door to needle times.
Our average time before implementation of VAN was 2 h 40 min. The time was
reduced to 1 h 25 min when the VAN protocol was employed.
NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; VAN, vision, aphasia, and neglect.

Table 2 Comparison of aspect of the vision, aphasia, neglect
emergent large vessel occlusion screening with other screening
tools

Tool RACE LEGS LAMS Hemiparesis VAN 3I-SS CPSSS

Aspect tested
Arm
weakness

Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Face
weakness

Yes No Yes No No No No

Leg
weakness

Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No

Gaze Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes
Visual field
loss

Yes Yes No No Yes No No

Neglect Yes No No No Yes No No
Aphasia/
speech

Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes

3I-SS, 3 item stroke scale; CPSSS, Cincinnati Prehospital Stroke Severity Scale; LAMS,
Los Angeles Motor Scale; LEGS, legs, eyes, gaze, speech (Texas Stroke Intervention
Prehospital Stroke Severity Scale); RACE, Rapid Arterial oCclusion Evaluation Scale;
VAN, vision, aphasia, neglect.
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symptoms if weakness exists, unlike RACE, LEGS, and CPSSS,
which force the user to conduct an entire examination every
time. In our study, 30% of stroke codes had no focal motor weak-
ness and the VAN screen took only 15 s. VAN is currently being
evaluated by emergency medical services in the field in another
small pilot study. Larger numbers as well as interobserver reliabil-
ity of emergency medical services with nurses and physicians is
needed.

In summary, VAN tests multiple cortical divisions of the MCA
while always including motor as its central feature. It is always
positive when two divisions/deficits are identified with no

calculations. There is no need to finish more examinations after
two divisions/deficits are identified. VAN uses the best features
of previous scales into one tool. Figure 2 shows areas tested for
VAN and other LVO screening tools as per area of brain tested.
This figure is used in VAN training.

VAN has a number of clinical applications. It can be used in
the field by emergency medical services for the pre-notification
and activation of code stroke and ELVO teams. Furthermore, it
could be used as a screen (by emergency medical services or
emergency room triage teams) to determine which patients
require CTA at the time of their initial NCCT. Finally, it could

Table 4 Emergent large vessel occlusion screening to comparisons

RACE LEGS LAMS Hemiparesis VAN 3I-SS CPSSS

Need to calculate score Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
No of tests 6 4 3 1 1–4 3 3–4
Length of exam 1–7 (7 is longest) 7 6 4 1 2 3 5
Positive predictive value (%) 42 60 74 74
Sensitivity (%) 85 69 81 27–48

multiple etiologies analyzed
100 67 83

Negative predictive value (%) 94 86 Could not be calculated 100 89
Specificity (%) 68 81 89 90 92 40
Type Prospective Prospective Retro Retro Prospective Prospective Retro
Total No of patients analyzed 357 181 119 45 62 171 303

3I-SS, 3 item stroke scale; CPSSS, Cincinnati Prehospital Stroke Severity Scale; LAMS, Los Angeles Motor Scale; LEGS, legs, eyes, gaze, speech (Texas Stroke Intervention Prehospital
Stroke Severity Scale); RACE, Rapid Arterial oCclusion Evaluation Scale; Retro, retrospective; VAN, vision, aphasia, neglect.

Figure 2 Large vessel occlusion screening tools—brain view. 3I-SS, 3 item stroke scale; CPSSS, Cincinnati Prehospital Stroke Severity Scale; LAMS,
Los Angeles Motor Scale; LEGS, legs, eyes, gaze, speech (Texas Stroke Intervention Prehospital Stroke Severity Scale); RACE, Rapid Arterial oCclusion
Evaluation Scale; VAN, vision, aphasia, neglect.
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perhaps be best used as a screening tool with which to deter-
mine the appropriate patients to maintain in CT until all treat-
ment decisions are made and initiated. This latter use should
improve door to needle times for tPA and door to puncture
times for embolectomy, as all downstream stroke processes rely
on the results of the initial CTand CTA scans.

The strengths of this study include the fact that the VAN
screen was prospectively applied to all stroke codes coming to
our emergency room and was compared with a NIHSS thresh-
old of ≥6 which has been suggested as the embolectomy candi-
dacy threshold.7 Furthermore, VAN was easily taught and
employed. The mnemonic triggers the examination steps and no
calculations are required.

A weakness of our study is that it was a single center study of
62 stroke code activations and we may be over-estimating the
accuracy of this screening tool. We may have also underesti-
mated the number of clots lysed before vessel imaging for VAN
negative patients due to vessel imaging being conducted after
administration of tPA. In addition, making a comparison with a
similar screening instrument would strengthen our study consid-
erably. However, training the staff to use two scores may con-
found the ability to assess their utility independently—users
may mix the test items. Our study only assessed arm weakness
but this is in line with the design of the LAMS and CPSS which
were expected to be performed as a seated examination.10 13

Our highly trained nurse to stroke physician interobserver reli-
ability of 100% can be due to the small number of cases. It could
also be due to having three levels of freedom with no exact
scoring of VAN, allowing a person to miss one item but identify
another, and the outcome of VAN positive would not change. In
addition to this, the exact degree of weakness was also not scored.

In conclusion, in this prospective small pilot study of code
stroke patients, the VAN screening tool was easily taught and
adopted, accurately identified patients with ELVO, outper-
formed a NIHSS threshold, and resulted in early activation of
the ELVO team so that door to groin puncture times were
improved. Further studies should compare VAN with other pre-
hospital ELVO screens (3P-SS, LAMS, RACE, severe hemipar-
esis) and quantify the impact on door to needle time and
accuracy of ELVO team activation. In addition, larger numbers
as well as interobserver reliability of emergency medical services
with nurses and physicians is also needed.
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